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Indeed the highlight of the whole playing year was the fact that
they managed to win matches against those Full Members: they
shared the two T20Is with South Africa, and won an ODI against the
same opposition in a series which finished 3-1 to the visitors. They
won the only completed T20I match against Bangladesh, and only
lost the one completed ODI against the same opposition by 10 runs.
Given the difference in financial and cricketing resources between
these teams and ourselves, with most of the Bangladeshi and South
African players being full-time contracted players, the results were a
tremendous achievement and, with the strong mixture of youth and
experience, hopefully improvements will continue into the future.

The U19s travelled to Bangladesh to compete in the World Cup,
with some very credible performances against Full Members
along with beating Canada. Possibly the highlight of the trip was
beating our old friend and foe Scotland in the last match, the 13-
14 place play off which in the end was won quite comfortably.
These types of competitions are invaluable in the education of
young cricketers, playing in different conditions, in a very
different climate and against the future stars of world cricket -
this is to what our youth players need to aspire.

Youth cricket is still at the forefront of Cricket Ireland’s plans and
even though the official European under age tournaments have
now ceased, there was a dramatic increase in the number of
youth teams travelling on numerous tours over the year, with the

In 2016 our aim of getting more matches against the top nations
started to come to fruition, with Irish teams navigating their way
around the globe for most of the year, as well as the men hosting
Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Hong Kong and the women
hosting South Africa and Bangladesh.

In truth the men’s senior squad had a somewhat indifferent year
going down quite heavily in both games against Sri Lanka and also
losing 1-0 to Pakistan after the second game had to be abandoned.
There was a very tight and exciting 2-2 draw against our old rivals
Afghanistan albeit not without a little bit of controversy.
Unfortunately due to the first ODI being rained off, both teams were
denied any bragging rights. On the ICup front we were victorious
against Papua New Guinea at the start of the year down in Australia
and followed this up with victory against a much improved Hong
Kong team in Belfast, but we came out on the wrong side of the
T20I matches against them, an area of the game that we have
struggled with of late. In September the team were off on their
travels again to South Africa, where they played against Australia
and South Africa in Benoni, with neither result going our way. So
matches against 4 Full Members all in one year, hopefully a sign that
things are moving in the right direction on that perspective, but a
‘could do better’regarding the playing front.

The women’s squad again had another outstanding year and a busy
one, pitting themselves against Bangladesh and South Africa.

Ross McCollum
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individual provinces targeting this as a focal point going
forward. The Irish U15s attended a competition in Jersey where
they were playing against counties and minor county U16 teams,
putting in some excellent performances, getting beaten in the
final of the T20 competition and finishing 3rd in the 50 over
competition.

Leinster Lightning performed a clean sweep in all competitions
in the Hanley Energy InterProvincial Series and the Dragons
performed a similar feat in the Toyota Super3s. The most
significant news however was that the men’s competition has
been granted First Class Status for 2017, at the time we were the
only country outside the Full Members to achieve this accolade.
There has been a huge amount of work done by the provinces
and indeed by Cricket Ireland management in achieving this, so
my thanks to all involved.

I am glad to say that the Shapoorji Pallonji Cricket Academy under
the tutelage of Peter Johnston is going from strength to strength
and is so vital to the future of Irish cricket. Without the significant
support of the Shapoorji Pallonji Group this would not be feasible.

I am sure you will have seen many of the articles of late in the
press regarding the future of the world game, its governance and
where Ireland fits in. In all honesty, currently this is changing on
a weekly basis and even I struggle at times to keep up with
everything. There are very significant reforms and changes
currently being discussed covering: Full Membership, Test, ODI
and T20 cricket, funding allocations, governance, Associate

Director voting rights to name but a few. All of these will be
brought to a head at the ICC Board meetings at the end of April.
It will be a challenge to get all the proposed changes accepted,
but I remain positive that a number will be passed which will be
of benefit, not just to Ireland, but also the wider Associate and
Affiliate membership.

Looking forward to 2017 it was fantastic to get agreement from
the ECB regarding our internationals against England at Bristol
on Friday 5th May and, of course, the magnificent home of
cricket itself, Lord’s on Sunday 7th May. Backing that up with the
Tri Nation series with Bangladesh and New Zealand, and the
West Indies it promises to be a fairly full calendar for the men’s
senior squad against Full Member opposition.

Other very significant announcements throughout the year were
around our warm weather training facility in La Manga, which
has already been used recently by some of our squads, and the
investment of over €700k in the creation of a high performance
training facility/centre at the National Sports Campus at
Abbotstown. It is worth mentioning that this would not have
happened if it were not for financial assistance from Mr Denis
O’Brien and the ICC, along with the huge amount of work
contributed by Richard Holdsworth in getting this project off the
ground – my sincerest thanks to them all.

Also a huge thanks to all the volunteers who give of their time so
kindly for the advancement of our great game. My thanks must
also go to Warren Deutrom and the management team at Cricket
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Ireland, along with that of the Cricket Ireland Board for their
great assistance throughout the year. The tireless efforts of the
Provincial Unions can never be understated, so a special word of
thanks to the Chairpersons and their teams in helping make our
vision a reality.

It would be remiss of me not to mention our heartfelt gratitude
and thanks to all of our current sponsors, both government and
business, who continue to support Irish cricket so generously.
This support is invaluable to the running and success of our
organisation.

Finally, I must not forget our outgoing President, Mr Henry Tighe.
Over the years we have been blessed with the high quality
individuals in this post and Henry was no exception. Travelling to
all parts of Ireland in the support of the game, whether it be
youth, women’s, men’s or club cricket matches and, indeed, all
over the world in the support of our National teams. He has been
a tremendous ambassador for Irish cricket and I have found him
great company the odd night he has had time for a little
relaxation. Henry, my sincerest thanks to you and Pauline for all
of your efforts in 2016. Henry will be passing the mantle over to
Brian Walsh from the NCU, a man I have known for many years
and with whom I look forward to spending some time.
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Usually, this section of our Annual Report starts by proudly
trumpeting the successes of our men’s senior team, and how we
have bathed in the light of the resulting publicity. Therefore, to
gloss over a less stellar year might be seen as disingenuous. So,
let me tackle it head on. If this time last year, we were adding
the name ‘Nelson’ to ‘Bangalore’ and ‘Sabina Park’ in the
pantheon of place names writ large in our men’s hall of fame, it’s
fair to say we might struggle to engrave any additions in 2016.

While I personally believe our systems, processes and people are
improving all the time, they ultimately take second place to a
desired outcome – which isn’t just to learn while we fail, but of
course to succeed and be better.

I’m reminded of an episode of my favourite programme, The
West Wing, in which chief of staff Leo McGarry tells the President
that a new missile system is succeeding against most of its KPIs
– as a model of innovation, military cooperation and cost-
effectiveness. “Yes,” says the President, “but when we fired the
damn thing, it missed the target by 85 miles….”

My point is not to miss the point. So, let me reassure you – in
this period when results are less praiseworthy – that we haven’t
taken our eye off the ball, that our aim isn’t just to do things
right, it’s to do the right things. And the honesty starts by saying
that it was a tough year, and sometimes we weren’t good
enough, on and off the pitch.

At all levels of Cricket Ireland, from juniors to seniors, men to
women, cricketers to officials, players to administrators, we are
about looking at ourselves in the mirror, distinguishing
explanations from excuses, and trying to be better. And in this
current period – when we aren’t shouting about results from the
rooftops – we know it’s even more important to be honest.

A performance environment can be a pretty unforgiving place. If
you think I’m being frank, the players and athletes past and
present reading this will know that my honesty pales by
comparison to the candour of a dressing room, or a team
meeting, or a gathering of the performance staff. In those places,
honesty is the only currency, sometimes brutally so. Just as we
believe victory against the world’s best is no longer an upset, but
rather down to talent channelled through hard-work and self-
belief, so we try and understand whether defeat means we have
fallen short of our own high standards.

So, having done the honesty piece, allow me instead to look at a
glass half-full, and offer some reflections that have an
alternative take on a tough year. I’ll let you judge whether they
are excuse or explanation.

First, it wasn’t long ago that our youngsters found their feet in
international cricket against other Associates on wind-swept
fields, learning to win in front of just family and friends; now
they are being blooded against the world’s best teams in front of

Warren Deutrom

Chief Executive’s Report
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thousands of spectators, in the glare of television.

Second, why were there so many one-sided scores batting 2nd
last year? Could it be because we continued to pursue victory
believing we could still win rather than batting out the overs
simply to improve our score.

Third, our selectors hardly chose from a full hand all year – an
injury run that seemed to show no sign of abating as 2016
became 2017.

Might it be fairer to judge the progress of this transitional team
at the end of 2017 – when we have finished the I-Cup, or
perhaps when they will have played ODIs against Afghanistan,
Bangladesh and West Indies – teams closer in ranking to us than
Australia, South Africa, Sri Lanka and Pakistan.

You might even allow me to push my luck a little. How about the
fact that, come the end of 2016, we had maximum points from
the I-Cup after 4 rounds; or that Barry McCarthy had the best
strike rate among the top 15 ODI wicket-takers; or, in our only
ODIs against Associates – albeit one higher than us in the
rankings – we shared the series 2-2. At the very least, this shows
that winning wasn’t quite the extinct feeling it occasionally
seemed. Spin, or fact?

It’s important to stress that these are my observations, not those of
the squad – you won’t hear them blindly“take the positives”, make
excuses or ignore the obvious. And let’s face it, no amount of spin
can put a gloss on losing to Oman. They do, however, analyse
performance, place defeats in context and focus on the future –
one in which we are all determined to restore winning ways.

However, it’s emphatically not an exercise in spin to laud our
women cricketers in 2016. In beating South Africa in both white-
ball formats, and Bangladesh in a T20I the feeling is that our
senior squad is on the verge of the same exciting breakthrough
our men made in the last decade.

You only have to look at the age-profile of this talented squad,
their passion and enthusiasm, and the fact their skills were
sought Down Under in the off season to get genuinely excited for
the future. I say this not just as a CEO watching a national team
perform well, but as one watching a group of young people
discovering how good they really are, and just what they might
achieve together in the future.

And this matters, not just because of some politically-correct nod
to an equality agenda, but because it’s the right thing to do. The
cricket world is rightly growing up in its recognition of the
women’s game – as ICC deciding to separate the next men’s and
women’s World T20 events shows – and it’s a responsibility we
share, as I hope our substantial programme of international
matches and ongoing support of the Toyota Women’s Super 3’s
shows.

Chief Executive’s Report
Raising our sights to the big picture, it’s also right that any
judgement on elevating nations to the top table of the world
game should involve broader criteria than simply how your men
perform in ODIs.

Think back to the 2007 World Cup – the first World T20 hadn’t
taken place, there was no pathway to Test cricket, and the
women’s game struggled for oxygen. All our energies were
focused on men’s ODI cricket. 10 years on, and we now prepare
on 5 fronts – in 3 men’s and 2 women’s formats.

ICC and the Full Member nations want us to be competitive on
the field, mature and well governed off it, and capable of making
an economic contribution to the game through more fans,
viewers, digital engagers and consumers. They don’t want
another drain on resources.

Having struggled for so many years to attract fixtures, to fight for
resources, to be forced into taking big risks, and to advocate for
meritocracy, I believe we are making our arguments heard, and
the game is at last listening. Just consider some of the
developments of the last 18 months.

We have been elevated into the top tier of ODI nations; we
played 11 ODIs in 2016 and, so far, have 12 planned for 2017; we
have been given US$500k in 2016 and 2017 to support our
growing programme; our Chairman Ross McCollum became our
first-ever appointee to the ICC Board; we shall play our first-ever
ODIs on English soil in May, including at Lord’s; and the Hanley
Energy InterProvincial Cup became the first-ever non-Test nation
domestic competition approved for first-class status.

At the same time discussions around context for international
cricket and merit-based progression in all formats have the
potential to be transformational for the game as a whole, and for
Ireland.

Until now, our entire business model has balanced on
uncertainties – will we qualify for major events; if we get there,
how will we perform; if we do, will we generate profile in the
media; if we do, can we attract more fans and kids and funders?
Will we just fall back into anonymity between World Cups?

Now imagine a scenario where the lottery of event qualification
is no longer our be-all-and-end-all – where we are enjoying a
diet of regular international fixtures – in all formats – on a
structured basis – against the world’s best teams – in front of
full-houses at Irish venues and overseas – followed in Ireland
and overseas on linear and digital media, generating revenues to
feed all levels of our game. This scenario is no longer the pipe-
dream it once was.

And if the game embraces these possibilities, how are we
planning to be ready? Well, we do as always do, and prepare to
be worthy of the call. Launched last year, our new strategic plan
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articulates a vision for the sport in which we look beyond merely
incremental gains. Instead, we aim for Ireland not just to be a
major force in cricket, but for cricket to be a major force in
Ireland.

Ambitious? Of course. Impossible? Only if we lack the vision to try.
Our game isn’t complicated – boys and girls can play together;
there’s something for the kids that enjoy hitting things or
throwing things or running around or simply counting things; it’s
non-contact and it’s inclusive; most of all, it’s fun. People who
take up cricket stay with it because they love it. It’s already deeply
embedded in scores of communities up and down our island.

And it’s our job to help them – to demystify cricket for the
uncertain or the sceptical, to make it as culturally significant as
rugby, football or Gaelic games, to nurture it and help it grow,
both where it has already seeded, and where it is yet to flower.
And we do that by making it visible, by putting in place
pathways for our most talented kids, by making it accessible and
affordable – by making it inspiring.

In fact, exactly what our clubs have been doing since well before
this governing body came along. And our job is to help them –
by placing clubs at the centre of our focus for grass-roots
development. And we’ll do this by growing the capacity of our
provinces – in turn to help the clubs.

If you ask me what is the most important thing we have done in
the last 4 years, what is the legacy I hope will endure beyond my
time here? It has been the interprovincial competition. At first, it
was all about the cricket – best v best domestically; bigger
player pool; bridge between club and elite – but I believe it has

become much more fundamental than that.

It has done nothing less than revolutionise our thinking on the
role of the provincial unions in Irish cricket. As the Hanley Energy
InterPros plug that playing gap between club and country, so the
Unions themselves are the real key to us becoming a nation
worthy of Test cricket.

And as our resources grow, so we can start to invest even more in
our grass-roots and club structures through those Unions. Yes, it’s
taken a while, but I stand by the decisions we have made, and I
believe we have invested in the right priorities to get the game
to where it is today.

Part of our new set of priorities is addressing the under-
developed standard of facilities for playing and training at high
performance and grassroots levels. In 2016, we introduced our
first-ever Club Fund to invest in our clubs, we announced the
development of a warm-weather training facility in La Manga, in
Spain, as well as our first-ever dedicated outdoor training facility
at the National Sports Campus in Blanchardstown, Dublin.

I believe these developments will genuinely help us transform
into the modern teams we need to become – ones that stay,
train and tour together, rather than prepare purely for one-off
games or major events.

Today, Irish Cricket is richer in scope, and has greater depth than
at any time in its long history. More than 52,000 people, men
and women, boys and girls, able-bodied and disabled, Irish and
non-Irish play our game from Limavady to Limerick, from Laois
to Lurgan.
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Culture change takes time. But if you need evidence that our so-
called elitist, middle-class, English, garrison sport is becoming
more Irish, then all you need to do is see the thousands of fans
that turn up to our big games, or play on parks and schools and
clubs across this island, or travel overseas to our tournaments,
follow us on social media, invest in us to be better, or simply take
pride in our success.

And speaking of investment, our success is also due to the
magnificent support we receive from funding partners that drive
us to punch above our weight on the world stage – Hanley
Energy, Shapoorji Pallonji Group, Denis O’Brien, Toyota, Tildenet,
O’Neills, Notts Sport, the Sunday Independent, Flogas, the Irish
Aviation Authority and Oasis Group. I mean our Government
partners, Sport Ireland and Sport NI, who do so much for our
programmes and professionalism.

I’d also like to pay tribute to the Board of Cricket Ireland for their
hard work and wisdom, to the Chairman of the Board Ross
McCollum – it would be difficult to find anyone in Irish sport
wiser, fairer or more passionate – and finally to my own hard-
working and dedicated staff who do so much unheralded work
behind the scenes to transform us into the governing body we
aspire to be.

Whatever we do, there is reason to be proud of Irish cricket
today. That our sport achieves so much on an annual basis is
testament to massive endeavour at all levels – from players, to
club members, to supporters, to umpires, to fans, to media –
thank you for all you do, and I wish you all the best of luck in the
2017 season.
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As I write for this year’s Annual Report on behalf of the Cricket
Committee, it is with a slight heavy heart as I have decided to
step down as Chair of what has been a very proactive and
hardworking committee. I sincerely hope that my successor,
Andrew Fleming, enjoys the role as much as I have. In addition I
would like to thank those volunteers across all the Unions and
those CI staff (past and present) who have had assisted myself
and the committee greatly during my tenure as Chairman.

These are both exciting and challenging times within Irish cricket
and to be involved in a small way in trying to help Cricket Ireland
on its journey of ‘Making Cricket Mainstream’ has in the main
been both rewarding and insightful. From someone who got
involved in the administration of cricket after having played the
game for near 30 years, the opportunity to have been part of
what has been an unbelievable journey over the last number of
years is one I would do over and over again.

Equally as I write this, it is only a short time from a disappointing
performance by the men’s senior team against Afghanistan in
the Intercontinental Cup. I think everyone who follows Irish
cricket would accept that performances on the field over the last
12 months have not been what we have been used to, but every
sporting team I have ever known always has a dip in
performance at some stage or other and I have every confidence

that the hard work going on both on and off the field will again
pay dividends moving forward. I personally wish all the players,
coaches and backroom staff in all Irish Senior and Junior cricket
(both male and female) my best in achieving future success.

From my own perspective, it’s fantastic to see Munster included
in this year’s InterPro series – whilst it would have been
excellent if this had happened in 2016, budgetary constraints did
not allow same but I very much welcome a fresh impetus to the
series and the opportunity for more players to showcase their
cricketing talents. It can only be a good thing for what now are
First Class and List A competitions, to have Munster involved
albeit initially only in the T20 series. I wish the new Munster
Reds all the very best in their debut season.

The committee have also listened to feedback from players and
officials alike and have now revamped the Irish Senior Cup and
National Trophy. While I am not a believer in change for change’s
sake, I think the committee realised that these two hugely
successful competitions needed a slight change and I hope that
the new changes made for the 2017 competition keep these two
trophies at the forefront of clubs’ ambitions for their season.

As I step down one of the last things the cricket committee has
implemented is the recruitment of independent members. I

Andy Clement
Chair Cricket
Committee
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must say a personal thanks to the individuals who applied and I
wish Andrew well in getting the right people into these crucial
roles. The committee needs the additional views of those who
are either not CI Staff or Union representatives to help drive Irish
cricket forward and the skills that those who have applied will
very much assist in this process.

So to finish off, I offer my thanks again to all those who have
helped me over the last 3 years but more importantly helped
Irish cricket move forward. I hear those who don’t agree with
what goes on and off the field, but I say to them why not get
involved with either their own Union or Cricket Ireland itself. I for
one can wholeheartedly testify it’s both rewarding and
enjoyable, and to be honest the game needs more of the likes of
us volunteers who sit on the likes of the cricket committee –
don’t just talk about it, do it!

Here’s to a successful 2017 for all cricketers both young and old –
we only get one crack at this life so enjoy it to its highest while
you can.

Anti-Doping Update – April 2017

In line with best-practice governance, Cricket Ireland has an
anti-doping code for our players which is endorsed by Sport
Ireland and the ICC. Under SI guidelines CI is required to provide
an anti-doping update annually, outlining the number of tests
our players underwent, and the number of our players provided
with anti-doping education. As follows:

Home internationals – No testing was carried out at any bilateral
home Irish international fixtures in 2016 – while SI is notified of
the matches at which they might wish to undertake testing, they
elected not to exercise this option last year.

Other Matches – Anti-doping tests were conducted on four
members of the senior squad in India in March, during the series
of matches with Afghanistan. These were “out of competition”
tests, and to date no adverse test results have been recorded.

In terms of training, it is now common practice for ICC’s anti-
doping personnel to present to squads competing in major
events, although no such events fell into the period covered by
this report. Anti-doping information cards were also distributed
to the above squads during 2016 and in early 2017.

Online reporting of the Ireland men’s team’s day to day
itineraries is ongoing via the WADA/ICC ‘Whereabouts Database’,
as used by the major Test nations. SI has access to the database
so that they can use the information to plan visits to grounds in
Ireland for their own testing purposes.
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As had been expected at the start of the year, 2016 proved to be
very challenging from a financial point of view and the result of
a deficit of €85,000 compared to a surplus of €306,000 in 2015
reflects not only the challenges encountered but the efforts
made by management to limit this deficit.

Despite an increase in total ICC income of just over €710,000 in
2016, total income declined by almost €100,000. 2015 had been
exceptional in that, in addition to hosting two marque fixtures
against England and Australia, we also received hosting fees in
respect of the T20 qualifying competition which did not recur in
2016. Whilst we played an extensive programme of home
Internationals against Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Hong
Kong and Bangladesh in 2016, total receipts from these games
were €522,000 below receipts from the 2015 fixtures, due to the
bad weather which again dogged our games and the relatively
poorer attendances which the fixtures attracted. In addition, the
change in our sponsorship arrangements during the year meant
that total sponsorship income fell by €185,000.

Direct expenses increased from €3,369,000 in 2015 to
€3,621,000 in 2016. A factor contributing to this increase was
the greater number of matches played during the year with
increased set up costs and player remuneration. The number of
players receiving match fees at all level increased from 83 in
2015 to 94 in 2016 and for the first time a Club Development
grant was introduced. Administrative expenses showed a
relatively small increase from €2,268,000 in 2015 to €2,314,000
in 2016 reflecting the efforts of management to curtail
expenditures in the light of the weaker income streams. As in
2015 the difference between our policy of hedging dollar and
sterling cash flows and the accounting treatment of these flows
has resulted in an exchange loss of €130,000 under this heading,

which is offset by the recording of higher dollar receipts and
lower sterling costs.

Despite the loss incurred, our Balance Sheet remained healthy at
the end of the year. Due to the timing of receipts we had
€1,057,000 cash available at the year end. At the end of 2015 we
had a significant level of accrued income which was not the case
in 2016 and accordingly debtors reduced by €305,000. Within
Creditors there was €866,000 of income which was deferred as it
had been received in advance and is reflected in the high cash
figure. We did not make any significant investment in fixed
assets during the year and the reduction is due to depreciation.
Despite the loss incurred we closed the year with reserves of
€275,000.

As at the date of this report the outcome of the ICC discussions
on Ireland’s status in respect of full membership and Test status
is uncertain and therefore the financial outlook for 2017 is also
uncertain. We are committed to an extensive programme of
International matches for both the men’s and women’s teams
and this will involve significant costs unlikely to be covered by
revenues from these games. We need to invest both in player
development and the infrastructures to support this
development and without significant additional funding it will
be difficult to meet these objectives. However, we remain
optimistic that we can continue to meet our goals despite the
financial challenges which we know lie ahead.

In conclusion, I should like to thank the finance team of Edel
Moloney, Ed Wyeth, Brenda Hand and Sinead Rooney for their
unstinting efforts over the year and to express my thanks to all of
the members of the finance committee and the Board for their
continued support.

Bill Cunningham
Chair of Finance
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STATEMENT OF INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS
for the financial year ended 31 December 2016

2016 2015
Note € €

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Income 4 5,849,983 5,943,546
Direct Expenses (3,621,153) (3,369,010)

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Gross surplus 2,228,830 2,574,536

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Administrative expenses (2,313,596) (2,268,309)

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Net (Deficit) / Surplus 5 (84,766) 306,227

–––––––––– ––––––––––

Retained earnings at the beginning of the financial year 360,130 53,903
Net (deficit) / surplus for the financial year (84,766) 306,227

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Retained earnings at the end of the financial year 275,364 360,130

–––––––––– ––––––––––

BALANCE SHEET
at 31 December 2016

2016 2015
Note € €

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Fixed assets 7 93,948 130,444

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Current assets
Debtors 8 315,456 620,477
Cash at bank 9 1,057,756 508,565

–––––––––– ––––––––––
1,373,212 1,129,042

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Creditor: amounts falling due within one year 10 (1,154,296) (843,106)

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Net current assets 218,916 285,936

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Total assets less current liabilities 312,864 416,380
Capital grants 12 (37,500) (56,250)

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Total assets less liabilities 275,364 360,130

–––––––––– ––––––––––
Capital and reserves
Profit and loss account 275,364 360,130

–––––––––– ––––––––––
275,364 360,130

–––––––––– ––––––––––
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The start of the year saw preparation for both our men’s and
women’s teams ahead of the ICC World T20. For the women it
was their second appearance at the event, this time in India –
playing four teams with fully paid professionals was always
going to be tough. But the team worked incredibly hard and
fought to the bitter end against Sri Lanka losing by just by 14
runs. Whilst they did not win a match they showed encouraging
signs for the future with many of the squad under 23.

After six years in the role, Isobel Joyce stood down from the
captaincy after the World T20; she lead from the front with bat
and ball and is still ranked 7th in the world as an all-rounder in
T20I. Isobel has not only been incredibly committed as captain,
but been a great ambassador for the organisation, and we are
very pleased she is continuing to play. Laura Delany has
succeeded her as captain.

Having withdrawn from the ECB Women’s County
Championship, we had to ensure an increased number of
international fixtures to replace these, including a series against
the ECB Women’s Academy. At home they defeated South Africa
in an ODI by 7 wickets, losing the series 3-1, but tied the T20I
series 1-1, defeating SA by 20 runs in one match. They also tied
an T20I series with Bangladesh defeating them by 6 runs. In all,
three wins against full members in 2016 was a great
achievement.

The Toyota Super 3’s domestic competition increased its number
of T20 matches, and the combined format competition was won
by the Dragons. After six months working as the Assistant
Coach, former Ireland player Alex Cusack returned to Australia,
and has been replaced by Andrew Poynter.

Our men’s team performances in the ICC Intercontinental Cup
were outstanding in 2016, defeating Papua New Guinea by an
innings and 145 runs in a very humid Townsville, and defeating
Hong Kong by 70 runs in Stormont to keep us at the top of the
table with maximum points.

Our preparation for the World T20 was mixed drawing a series
with UAE 1-1 and winning a series with Papua New Guinea 2-1.
We then headed for India to a wet and cold Dharamshala for the
World T20, where we lost to Oman by 2 wickets in the opening
game, had the Bangladesh match rained out with a no result,
and then lost to the Netherlands by 12 runs in another rain
affected 6-over match. Overall it was a disappointing campaign
not helped by the weather, but we need to focus more on T20
skills and play more if we are going to improve.

In ODIs we had a tough year, now playing far better opposition
than previous years as part of the 12-team ODI world rankings,
losing a series 2-0 against Sri Lanka, and 1-0 to Pakistan, but
tieing a very competive series with Afghanistan 2-2. We then
travelled to Johannesburg in September and lost to South Africa
and Australia.

Richard Holdsworth
Performance Director
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High Performance Report
Our overseas player development partnership with Randwick
Petersham CC in Coogee Sydney, allowed Andrew Balbirnie to
spend the first half of the winter at the club, training and
playing, helping his return to fitness, whilst Stuart Thompson
attended the Darren Lehmann Academy in Adelaide. George
Dockrell, John Anderson and Jacob Mulder all played district
cricket in Australia over the winter.

The Shapoorji Pallonji Cricket Ireland Academy was restructured
and has split its programme focusing on a group of 15 youth
players (aged 13-17), and a more senior group identified as
being the next crop of Ireland senior cricketers and a finishing
school for them to progress into Test, One-Day or Twenty20
international cricketers. This senior Academy group will also
make up a new team called the Ireland Wolves, who will play a
series of high quality fixtures in season and tour overseas in the
winter. Former Senior Men’s Assistant Coach Peter Johnston took
up the reins as National Academy and Performance Manager at
the end of the year. His replacement in the senior team was
postponed since September, but will be recruited in April 2017.

A key strategic priority of the organisation is elite level facilities, and
by the end of the year a new European Cricket Performance Centre
was completed in the Spanish resort of La Manga Club. It now
provides us with a warm-weather overseas training base in Murcia,
south-east Spain, just 2 hours from Dublin. The Cricket Ireland High
Performance Centre at the Sport Ireland National Sports Campus in
Dublin has been designed and a planning permission application
lodged with the plan to complete during the summer of 2017.

2017 sees a significant number of fixtures which started in
March with a month-long tour in India with three IT20s; five
ODIs and an Inter-Continental Cup 4-day match all against
Afghanistan; two ODI’s v England; an ODI tri-series v New
Zealand and Bangladesh; an ICup match v the Netherlands, and
an ODI v West Indies.

The Hanley Energy Inter-Provincial series has become the first
Associate member competition to obtain First Class and List A
status after ICC has introduced new criteria for this status, and
Munster Reds will add to the Twenty20 competition from 2017.
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Shapporji Pallonji Academy and
Youth Cricket Report
2016 was a challenging year for the Academy with much of
January and February dedicated to the preparation of the U19
team who competed at the World Cup in Bangladesh. The squad
performed well and Rory Anders was one of the highest wicket
takers in the tournament.

Craig Hogan resigned in April from his post as Academy
Manager, leaving Ryan Eagleson to manage and coach the 36
player strong unit. Subsequent Academy Manger recruitment
processes saw Chris Adams and Toby Radford perform short
tenures in the role.

Peter Johnston secured the role as Academy Manager and since
then, the three academies squads were selected and the new
programme was rolled out with camps and weekend workshops
in December ahead of a comprehensive programme from
January to April 2017.

ACADEMY COACHES
Peter Johnston: Senior Academy and Wolves Head Coach
Ryan Eagleson: Emerging Academy
Aaron Hamilton: Women and Girls Academy

ACADEMY VISION
To provide players with the best opportunities and experiences
towards having successful careers playing for Ireland and to be
the best they can be in life.

WOLVES CAPTAINS
Shane Getkate – Limited Overs Cricket
Jack Tector – Multi Day Cricket

WOLVES VALUES
The Celts were warriors and hunters they believed that the Wolf
was an animal that depicted strength, courage, stamina,
intelligence and fierceness. Another quality associated with the
wolf is the instict to follow its intuition. Wolves also have a
strong resonance with our success in Irish Cricket, hunting as a
pack to take down bigger nations.

The Wolves provide a vital link in our player pathway and have
been formed to transition players from Provincial Cricket through
to the Senior Team. The goal of the Wolves programme is to test
our players with meaningful challenging and appropriate
fixtures. The Values decided on by the players are:

Ambition Honesty Loyalty Resilience

The challenge is for our players to live these values as behaviours
on and off the field. When training at the European High
Performance Centre in La Manga, it is expected that those Values
will be lived everyday. La Manga provides an ideal opportunity for
this, given that accomodation is self catering and that the venue
can offer more than just first class training facilities. Additional
themes around the trip aside from skills, will be fitness, team work,
cooking/nutrition, recovery and yoga/mindfulness.

Peter Johnston
Academy Manager
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Specialist Coach Delivery
Batting 1:1s – Ed Joyce
Batting – Andrew White
Fielding – John Mooney
Spin Bowling – Mathew Spriegal
Pace Bowling – Stuart Barnes
Fitness Testing – Brendan Connor

Weekend Camps 2017
Batting against Spin • Spin Bowling • Power Hitting • Pace
Bowling • Batting against Pace • Multi Day and Test Match Skills
• Emerging Academy • Senior Academy • Academy weekend
Institute of Sport

Academy Players Competing Overseas
The Academy helped to fund and support the following athletes
on overseas trips to further their cricketing development.

Tyrone Kane at Kingston Hawthorn Hawks (Melbourne)
Rory Anders at Onerahi Central CC (NZ)
Robert McKinley La Trobe CC (Melbourne)

Other Academy Players who were competing overseas were
Aaron Gillespie Belvoir CC (Melbourne) and Nathan Smith.

Athlete Management System
Players were given training around the Athlete Management
System and are all on the Sports Med App where they upload
their Daily Monitoring information, weekly reflection and bowling
or fitness loads. Here they can also see their diary and events.

Introduction to Coaching
We are looking to run a full day course of Introduction to Coaching
with Michael Hingston for our Emerging Academy Players, which
will qualify them as Level 1 Coaches. It is hoped this will take
place in the Summer when most players are available.

Training Kit
We have received our newly designed Training Kit for the
Academy and Wolves Team. The Academy colours are navy and
green in keeping with tradition. The SP Academy logo has also
been redesigned to give a much more contemporary look. We
have also completed the new kit design for the Wolves team
along with a new Wolves logo.

Winter Academy Programme
The Academy consists of 3 defined training groups with the
following numbers of cricketers: Women and Girls Academy (7),
Emerging Academy (15) and the Senior Academy (14).

While Ryan is responsible for Coaching the Emerging Academy
and Irish U19s, Peter is responsible for Coaching the Senior
Academy and Wolves Team, however there is a healthy cross over
between the groups and coaches. The Academy Manager also
takes responsibility for the overall Management of the Academy.
Aaron Hamilton our Women’s Coach heads up the Women and
Girls Academy. So far this Winter the Emerging and Senior
Academy have been training on Wednesday afternoons with
Ryan Eagleson and Peter Johnston and have also had 7 very
successful Academy weekends along with a 2 day Power Hitting
camp with Julian Wood.

Former Irish player John Mooney has worked with the squads as
a specialist Fielding Coach and also around improvisation in
terms of batting. Stephen Moreton and his company Trigger
Movement, have helped facilitate leadership workshops with
both the Emerging and Senior Academy. All players were fitness
tested at the start of the programme and also took part in a
workshop with Brendan Connor where they were shown the
progression of their fitness programmes. We have also invited
some additional players from outside of the Academy to certain
practices and will continue to do so, particularly around the
areas of skill set sessions.

The Academy enjoyed an excellent day using the resources and
facilities of the Institute of Sport, somewhere that will become
Cricket Ireland’s training hub in the not too distant future. It was
a great opportunity for our emerging stars to familiarize
themselves with the venue and facilities. Fitness Testing took
place and there were sessions with Sharon Madigan (Nutrition
and Cooking) along with Irish Boxing star Darren O’Neill.

The remainder of the Winter Programme has been focused
around skill sets and has been supported by the following Skill
Specialists, many of them former Irish Players.

Shapporji Pallonji Academy and
Youth Cricket Report
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La Manga Tour
The Senior Academy travelled to La Manga from the 6th to the
10th of April followed by the Emerging Academy from the 11th
to the 14th. The camp included Cricket Skills in the morning and
afternoon along with Strength and Conditioning. Julian Wood
also attended the Camp to continue his work with the squad on
Power Hitting. An area which our KPIs at Senior Level would
suggest needs significant time invested in.

Players stayed in self-catering apartments and were expected to
be self sufficient in terms of shopping, cooking and cleaning. This
helps enhance their life skills and also teaches them how to
produce nutritious meals and recovery snacks/drinks.

This camp was ideally timed to help the players hit the ground
running coming into the season and also for their Bristol tour
and games against Bangladesh and New Zealand in early May.

Wolves and U19 Fixtures 2017
Providing opportunity for our U19s and Wolves team to play and
be challenged in pursuit of producing successful senior Irish
cricketers of the future, the fixture list is looking very healthy,
with games against English Counties, Scotland and our own
Provinces. It is vitally important that our U19s leave no stone
unturned in their preparation for World Cup Qualifiers, where if
successful they will travel to New Zealand in January 2018 to
take on the World’s best. Equally, it is as important that the
Wolves have significant fixtures where they will be challenged
and share a space with international teams, such as New Zealand
and Bangladesh in their warm up games, and also that they
compete in Multi Day Cricket in keeping with our succession
planning and development for Test Cricket. A proposed tour to
South Africa to play the South African Emerging Players and
Easterns will provide our players the best opportunity to prepare
for senior honours and being ready to execute successful
performance on the World Stage when called upon.

Boys’ Youth Cricket
COACHING STRUCTURE
NORTH LEINSTER NORTH-WEST

U13 Callum Atkinson Michael Hingston * Barry Scott
U15 Simon Johnston Andy Poynter Brian Allen *
U17 Nigel Jones * Reynhart Strydom Ian McGregor

Mark Olphert
U19 Ryan Eagleson * Albert Van Der Merwe Ian McGregor

Nigel Jones
* Head Coaches

Youth Coach CPD
In conjunction with Michael Hingston we ran a session around Skill
Development open to all our International Youth Coaches male and
female, bringing in a consultant Dr Ed Coughlan. I also took the
opportunity to present to the coaches on the new Academy and
Wolves structure, pathway and match programme. While Michael
explained his rationale from a Coach Education perspective.

Match Programme U13 – U17 Boys
A very exciting and challenging tour of Scotland and England for
our U15s has been arranged, which will culminate in an ODI
against the West Indies at Merchant Taylors School. There is a lot
of cross over between our U19 and U17 squads this year, and the
U17 series against Scotland will provide an excellent challenge
post the U19 Qualifiers.
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Aaron Hamilton
Ireland Women’s

Head Coach

Female Pathway Report
Aaron Hamiltion’s Development Squad have moved under the
branch of the SP Cricket Ireland Academy. There are 7 players in the
Academy and Aaron will continue to lead and facilitate their
Development with the support of the SP Academy. Aaron also
remains in charge of the Women and Girls Youth Programme. They
have undergone training sessions at North County and in the
summer will benefit from sessions at YMCA where it is hoped some
of the specialist coaches will be on hand to assist their
development. They also took part in a day at the Institute of Sport,
which involved a cooking/nutrition workshop and fitness testing.

Ireland U15s Programme
Positives The U15s girls programme was reintroduced this season
as we wanted to ensure that the best players were exposed to good
quality coaching at a younger age. The programme comprised a 10
week winter skills programme with a national weekend to round
off the winter preparations. We engaged a couple of senior squad
members to speak to the players about time management
including school, sport & social commitments. The squad took part
in a festival at Malvern and played against Gloucestershire,
Netherlands & Yorkshire winning 2 off the 3 matches.

Area to Improve One area we can look to improve is to have the
NW and NCU increase the quality of their winter and summer
programmes. We plan to increase the playing programme between
the two unions and then select an Ulster squad to play a Leinster
squad at the end of the season. We will also look to continue the
training sessions throughout the season for this group and have
some fixtures against the boys U13s as warm up before they travel.
The continued upskilling of our High Performance coaches is always
a key focus of our plans for the year ahead.

Recommendations The talent identification process needs to
improve at a younger age throughout the country. Female
cricketers need to be identified and developed earlier because they
have the opportunity to play international cricket at a younger age.
The development of these players will accelerate if they are
encouraged to take part in the boys’club competitions. Female
coach education is an area that could be improved throughout the
whole pathway and as part of this drive we will look to source ex-
players to get involved at this level.

Ireland U17s Programme
Positives We had some different players stand up on this tour and
perform, which was great to see. Some of the players in this squad
are also a part of the senior women’s squad so it was good to see
how they interacted in this environment. We were able to see who
showed leadership both on and off the field. We started to develop
a female high performance coach in Clare Shillington. This tour will
allow selectors to have a better understanding of who is capable of
playing Super 3’s in the future.

Areas to improve We need to look at the mind-set around logistics
with the underage tours. Traveling & playing on the same day just
does not work. The standard of playing facilities that we had in

Scotland were not that good. Maybe we need to look at an M.O.U
between the two countries with regards to Youth cricket. Increase
the playing programme between the two unions and then select an
Ulster squad to play a Leinster squad at the end of the season. Look to
continue the training sessions throughout the season for this group
and have some fixtures against the boys U15s as warmup before they
travel. Continue to upskill our High Performance coaches.

Recommendations For next seasons fixture we could look at
having a training session on the same day as arrival. More frequent
training sessions throughout the season to supplement what the
players are missing at club level. Look to have an even format to
the tour e.g. 2 x T20 and 2 x 50 over games. Look at having an
underage Super 3’s tournament throughout the season.

Women’s Super 3’s Competition
Positives This season was the 2nd season of the Super 3’s and the
first season that Toyota has been the major sponsor. We saw a
different winner to this season competition with the Dragons
taking the title. Again we had 2 overseas players which lifted the
skill level of the competition. A T20 day was introduced with all
three sides playing each other once on the one day. We also
introduced training days for the side before match days. This
allowed the coaches to start formulating relationships with players
and provided an element of professionalism to the competition.

Areas to improve As always with competitions there are things
on which we can improve. The standard of the pitches is a big one.
Generally the better the wicket the better the cricket, especially in
female cricket. Players need to take more responsibility for their
performances throughout the competition. Continually increase
the development of our three coaches and start to look at it as a
stepping stone to the next level. More fixtures thoughout the
season will increase the level of our national team as they’ll be
playing at a higher level more often.

Recommendations Over the coming summers we would like to
see the use of video analysis with all three sides. This will also assist
the players and the coaches to develop in the coming years. Look to
increase the Toyota T20 days with a focus on families and have
some branding around the ground. I think social media could play
a massive part in promoting the competition and female cricket in
general. Under age Super 3’s competition needs to happen to
continue producing the next generation of young players.
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Cricket Ireland Development Report
I have only been in tenure a short time, but reviewing the work that
has preceded during the 2016 season, it is clear that the level of
involvement and engagement at junior levels continues to grow
across the country.

This can be attributed to the continued work and coordination efforts
of the Cricket Ireland Development team and the support of
volunteers in Provincial Unions across the country. Without the
volunteers within the Provincial Unions, grassroots cricket would not
be where it is today.

You will see from the reports from the CI Development staff within
the Unions there has been wide range of activities undertaken during
the 2016 to support the growth of the game. They have been
exceptionally busy in the school environment with over 2,424
sessions delivered across 287 schools with over 23,107 (12,820 boys /
10287 girls) school children being exposed to the game.

There has been multiple community events outside of school and
club environments with event days being held in many of the Unions.
And though we do not yet have our playing numbers confirmed with
the ICC there is indication of growth within junior club and junior
modified versions of the game.

Our overriding objective needs to be one of sustainability that is
making a priority of not just introducing people to cricket but keeping
in the game for life whether it be as a player, coach, umpire, scorer,
volunteer or a fan in order to realise our goal of making cricket
mainstream. Going forward I look forward to developing strong
relationships with the Provincial Unions and Clubs so that we can all
work together to achieve just this.

NorthernDevelopmentProgressReport
The establishment of the NCU Development Team has seen a
greater level of support and engagement with clubs in 2016 –
helped by the activation of the NCU/UUJ Cricket Development
Officer, Callum Atkinson.

2016 saw the introduction of a new competition - NCU Indoor
Winter League (senior) which had 6 teams playing over 10 weeks
of competition. This was a pleasing addition to the competitions
calendar and was targeted at encouraging player development
and retention. There was an expansion of the NCU Women’s
Challenge Cup – the final attracted the second largest crowd
domestically. The competition continues to enhance the publicity
of Women’s game greatly across the union with playing, coaching
and volunteering opportunities continually developing at school,
club and regional levels.

The match programme for the Regional Development Youth Squads
increased by over 33% to 37 fixtures in 2016. This included four
overseas tours – England x 2, Scotland and Denmark. For the first
time in the union’s history 3 of the 4 underage Inter-provisional
tournaments were won by NCU

Active Clubs Co-ordinators continue to add value for Cricket in
Northern Ireland in 2016. One success story is from Dunmurry Cricket
Club, where Cricket Ireland’s Active Clubs Coordinator for the Northern
Cricket Union Simon Johnston came across a community who are
passionate about cricket but were not getting the opportunity to play
or practice. In response, Active Clubs programme facilitated this group
and delivered ten coaching sessions at the Shankill Leisure Centre in
Belfast before and after Christmas 2015. At the dawn of the new
cricket season in 2016 the group moved from Shankill Leisure Centre to
Fullerton Park, Dunmurry. Although the funding concluded for these
sessions, the appointment of Callum Atkinson as the Northern Cricket
Union’s own Cricket Development Officer has enabled outdoor
coaching to continue with the assistance of other NCU coaches.

Around thirty boys aged 7-13 are participating in these sessions and
continue to improve on a weekly basis. With the continued support of
the Northern Cricket Union and Cricket Ireland the foundations for
Dunmurry Cricket Club to prosper in the years ahead are in place and
this would be welcomed by all involved in the sport.

NorthWestDevelopmentProgressReport
The Development of cricket in the North West saw the introductions
of various formats to assist in getting more players involved in the

Elaine Nolan
Participation Director

287 SCHOOLS VISITED
2,424 CRICKET SESSIONS

23,107 CHILD PARTICIPANTS
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Cricket Ireland Development Report
game. Indoor cricket and small sided games at various age groups
throughout the school scene, and sampled in the clubs, have proven
to be an effective tool in getting players active. With Clubs at the
forefront in delivering these events, and the coaching around it, it has
been a year of establishing lasting links to the surrounding schools
and community groups. This has set a sound foundation for players to
make the transition from community and school cricket into
becoming long-term club members.

With the interest in women’s cricket being on the rise and the‘senior’
teams including numerous young players, an avenue had to be
explored to provide competition for girls outside school and among
their peers. Assistance through Colin Manson in his Active Clubs role
has introduced strategically placed‘Girls Hubs’to offer additional
coaching and competitions for girls aged U13 and U17. This year 3
hubs were delivered which in turn generated an extended squad of
players that the Union could select to represent them at various age
groups. Along with these hubs much of the Active Clubs role has
been to link players to the club environment through events and
partnerships where clubs are benefiting with more girls playing and
an increased knowledge level within these players

ConnachtDevelopmentProgressReport
There is still considerable work to be done in Connacht and the
development of cricket in Connacht will be a key focus in the years
ahead. The drive and passion of those involved in the game in the
union should continue to be recognised and commended. Great
potential exists in the region and we look forward to developing
working relationships with the Connacht Cricket union with a united
goal to improve cricket numbers in the area.

Leinster DevelopmentProgressReport
Another successful year for the Leinster development programme saw
an increase in number of clubs, grounds, coaches, schools, umpires,
scorers and groundsmen. Leinster continue to forge strong working
links with the local authorities - Dublin City Council, Fingal, South
Dublin Co Co, Dun Laoghaire/Rathdown - and for the first time during
2016,Wexford Co Co. Leinster youth cricketers continue to make up a
large percentage of Ireland squads at both boy’s and girl’s age-groups.
The Union’s links with South African schools continues to grow with ten
TransitionYear students being placed at cricket playing schools each
year. Added to this is the player link with Queen’s College inTaunton
giving our young cricketers further opportunities to progress as players.

The schools coaching programme continues to reach out to large

numbers with many getting to participate in the various Primary
schools competitions held each Spring.

Girl’s cricket continues to grow with many provincial coaching
sessions held each winter, the continuation of the annual four-day
Easter camp along with three tours to the UK.

Disability cricket also continues to grow make progress with a
number of Table Cricket leagues now in place.

MunsterDevelopmentProgressReport
There has been a significant increase in national schools engaging
with cricket in the Munster Region.This included a significant increase
in the number of girls becoming involved in, in school sessions.

The inaugural Philippa Guinness Trophy took place in Limerick on
Monday, 21st November. The event, a first for Limerick and Munster
Cricket, and was a huge success with 120+ first year girls from Laurel
Hill and Castletroy braving a very cold Limerick morning to showcase
the skills they have developed during coaching sessions.

This increase in girls being involved as been assisted by extra
resources from the‘Women in Sport’initiative and a project with Cork
Sport Partnership.

Another highlight of the development in 2016 in Munster was the
increase in the amount of cricket played at Secondary Schools level.
Five teams representing Bandon Grammar School; Christian Brothers
College, Cork; Cork Community Schools; Midleton College and
Presentation Brothers College, Cork played a combined total of ten
matches in April/May which was a 200% increase in the level of
match activity compared with 2015.
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Coach Development Progress Report
2016 was a busy and productive year in Coach Development and
Education, with some new developments and programmes.
Coach Education is the cornerstone of Coach Development as
coaching qualifications provide people with opportunities to
improve. To gain globally recognised coaching qualifications and
provide peace of mind to players and parents of players that the
coach that is working with them or their children is delivering
fun, engaging, challenging and safe practice sessions.

Cricket Ireland saw a 21% increase in 2016 of people attending
coaching courses.

The following number of courses were run:
9 x Welcome to Coaching Courses for 135 participants
4 x UKCC ECB Level 2 Courses for 62 participants
1 x UKCC ECB Level 3 Course for 14 Irish coaches and
9 oversees coaches

We looked to expand the reach of our courses by running a
number of Welcome to Coaching courses in Co. Mayo for the ‘Goal
to Work’programme, which aims to get people who are out of
work coaching qualifications to be able to go into schools or clubs
or community groups and help to deliver cricket sessions.

We ran a Level 2 course in the Munster Cricket Union for the first
time in a number of years. Welcome to Coaching course were
also run in Mullingar, Limavady and Lisburn.

In 2016, Cricket Ireland was the first country outside of the ECB
or the ICC to run a UKCC ECB Level 3 qualification – we had 14
Irish coaches and 9 International coaches take part in the two-
week course.

Cricket Ireland also created chances for coaches to develop and
upskill themselves through National Coaching Workshops.

Basics of Strength and Conditioning (S&C) with Brendan
Connor, Cricket Ireland S&C Coach.
Wicket-keeping with Simon Guy, ECB Performance Coach.
Spin Bowling with John Bracewell, Cricket Ireland Senior
Men’s Head Coach.
Batting Against Spin Bowling with Ryan Eagleson and Nigel
Jones, Cricket Ireland Performance Coaches.

Skill Acquisition with Dr Ed Coughlan, University College
Cork and Dublin.
NCU Club-Life Weekend, which had workshops on Explosive
Fielding, Power Hitting, Youth Club Practices, Player Centred
Coaching.
How to Structure a Club Senior Practice Session with
Marylebone Cricket Club Coaches.

The Cricket Ireland Coaches Association membership numbers
increased by 15% in 2016.

There were increased opportunities for coaches to ‘Shadow
Senior Coaches’ in 2016. This took place at all levels of the
coaching pathway from Grassroots, to Development, to Youth
International, to Senior Interprovincial and Super 3s, to
International environments – we aimed to create opportunities
for coaches to have a look at the level above where they are
actively coaching.

The Coach of the Year Award nomination process was widened
with winners from each of the largest cricket unions being put
forward for the National Coach of the Year Award.

Michael Hingston
Coach Development

Manager
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